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ivHIGHLIGHTS
This report discusses a modeling system designed to estimate the direct and
secondary impacts of various agricultural  scenarios. The modeling system is composed
of two major components:  (1) a Regional Assessment model (RAM) designed to trace
changes in resource use, enterprise  levels, and economic activity, that result from a
departure  from traditional  or current  production  combinations to alternative
production  combinations and (2) a Secondary Impact model (SIM) designed to use
many of the outputs from the RAM to estimate secondary economic, demographic, and
fiscal impacts of various agricultural  development scenarios.
The potential applications  of the modeling system include (1) changes in existing
enterprises, (2) adoption of new enterprises, (3) assessment of the effects of policy
changes, and (4) analysis of the effects of changes in resource use.  Two applications
were chosen to illustrate the model: (1) analyzing the effects of expanded feeder calf
backgrounding and (2) assessing the impacts of expanded irrigation.
The RAM and SIM estimated the direct and secondary economic impacts of
backgrounding an additional  95,000 calves in central North Dakota to be $9.6 million
and $20.6 million, respectively.  Total economic activity from the expanded calf
backgrounding was estimated to be $30.2 million. Additional tax collections included
$397,000 in state sales and use taxes, $105,000 in personal  income taxes, and $46,000
in corporate  income taxes.  Demographic impacts included an estimated 41 additional
hired farm workers, an additional  364 secondary jobs, and an estimated population
change of 1,038 persons.
Similar  procedures were used to estimate the economic, fiscal, and demographic
impacts of converting 10,000 acres of dryland crop production to irrigated  crop
production in southeastern North Dakota. Direct and secondary economic impacts
were estimated to be $4.0 million and $6.8 million, respectively.  Total economic
activity from the expanded crop irrigation  was estimated to be $10.8 million.
Demographic impacts included an estimated 19 additional  hired farm workers, an
additional  79 secondary  jobs, and an estimated population  change of 249 persons.
vEconomic  Impact of Expanded Calf Backgrounding
and Expanded Irrigation: Applications of the
Value-Added  Agriculture Impact Assessment  Model
Dean A. Bangsund and F. Larry Leistritz*
INTRODUCTION
Changes in the economy of North Dakota and its respective economic bases
have been well documented  (Coon et al. 1986, Coon and Leistritz  1987,  Coon and
Leistritz  1989, and Leistritz  and Coon  1991).  The role of agriculture  in the state's
economy was recently evaluated  (Coon et al. 1992).  Despite adverse weather and
market  conditions,  agriculture has remained the state's primary basic economic  sector
(Coon et al. 1992).  Although agriculture's  role in the state's economy has remained
important, trends within agriculture have been less favorable  (Golz et al. 1992;
Leistritz  et al. 1992).
A decline  in farm numbers  has led to a decline in other sectors of the rural
economy servicing agriculture.  Also,  agriculture is affected by factors  such as
weather, price change, policy changes, and fluctuating foreign markets, which leads to
fluctuations  in the value  of agriculture's  output, further affecting local and state
economies.  Diversification of North Dakota agriculture has been seen as an
important step, if some of the recent trends in agriculture  are to be moderated  or
arrested and if the degree of the yearly fluctuation  in agricultural output is to be
minimized (Leistritz et al.  1990; Leistritz et al. 1992).
The goal of the Growing North Dakota Value-Added Agriculture project was
to evaluate the  economic potential of value-added production  agriculture enterprises
and to design a program to slow  or arrest the trend of declining farm numbers
through incorporating additional enterprises  into North Dakota farms (Leistritz et al.
1992).  Specific  goals of the project included the development of micro decision tools
that individual producers  could use to determine the feasibility of adding value-added
crop and livestock enterprises  and the development  of state and regional economic
development analytical  models focusing on agriculture.  Indirectly, the project also
attempted to identify potential value-added  agriculture scenarios,  which might
diversify production  agriculture  and raise farm-level income.
The Value-Added Agriculture project  developed micro decision tools,  including
comprehensive  budgets for all major North Dakota crop and livestock enterprises,
computer-based  farm planning and decision guides, and farm-level financial analysis
tools.  The state and regional economic  development analytical models (macro tools)
focusing on agriculture were designed in two modules: the Regional Assessment model
and the Secondary Impact model (Bangsund and Olson 1993; Coon and Leistritz
1993).
'Research  associate  and professor,  respectively, Department of Agricultural
Economics, North Dakota State University, Fargo.-2-
The Regional Assessment model was designed to trace changes  in resource use,
enterprise  levels,  and economic activity, resulting from a departure  from traditional  or
current production  combinations to alternative  production combinations.  The
Secondary Impact model was designed  to use many of the outputs  from the Regional
Assessment  model to estimate  secondary economic,  demographic,  and fiscal impacts of
various agricultural  development scenarios.  The two models combine to provide the
Value-Added  Agriculture Impacts Assessment model  (VAAIA) capable of analyzing
various agricultural  diversification  and  development scenarios.
PURPOSE
As resources are shifted among existing enterprises and shifted to new ones,
the impacts  of those shifts are of interest to policymakers,  producers, and businesses.
Which  sectors of the economy are affected?  What are the effects on rural population?
What will happen to retail sales?  Will farm income increase?  Providing a tool to
trace the resources used (changes in production inputs and activities) and the effects
of those changes  on other areas of the economy can be of great value to policymakers,
producers,  and affected  individuals.  With limited resources  available, producers
continually try to use their resources in a mix of enterprises  to provide the greatest
returns.  Since policymakers  realize resources are limited, evaluating the effects  of
changes  in policies that affect production activities before they are implemented  is
important.
Several possible scenarios  can be used  to demonstrate the analytical
capabilities  of the Value-Added Agriculture Impact Assessment model.  Potential
scenarios range  from changes  triggered by producer decisions  (e.g., planting less acres
of small grains and more acres of row crops), effects  of expanded  or reduced  activities
of special interest groups or corporate  entities (e.g.,  increased livestock processing
capacity),  or influences  of policymaker  decisions that affect  agriculture (e.g.,  changes
in provisions  of the farm program).
Two scenarios have been chosen to illustrate the analytical capabilities of the
model and to provide examples  of value-added alternatives for agriculture  in North
Dakota.  The first scenario examines  expanding calf backgrounding activities in the
central area of the state.  The second scenario examines  an increase in the amount of
irrigated  acres in the southeast area of the state.  These scenarios have been chosen
for analysis because they appear to be adaptable and generally feasible for producers
in North Dakota.
The purpose  of this report is to (1)  demonstrate the applicability of the Value-
Added Agriculture  Impacts Assessment model to evaluate  alternative production
scenarios  for North Dakota agriculture and  (2) examine the potential economic  effects
of two proposed value-added  scenarios  on the state's economy, expanded  calf
backgrounding and increased irrigation.METHODS
This section is designed  to provide a general description  of the procedures  and
methods used to analyze  different agricultural production scenarios.  The general
procedure  and the tools involved  are described  in the following sections.
Budget Analysis
The first step is to obtain production-related  information about the activity(s)
involved.  For a scenario involving crop production,  needed information  includes acres
involved, yields,  prices, farm program provisions, rotation requirements,  machinery
complements, labor requirements,  and other information relating to the crop(s).  For a
scenario involving livestock production, needed  information includes the number of
head involved,  production coefficients (birth, weaning, replacement,  death, and
others),  feed requirements,  labor requirements,  and other information  relating to the
enterprise(s).
After all production information is obtained, enterprise budgets are
constructed.  Enterprise budgets include variable costs of production (i.e., seed,
fertilizer,  and herbicide  for crops and veterinary fees, marketing, and repairs  for
livestock) and fixed costs of production (land and machinery  for crops and equipment,
buildings, and breeding for livestock).  Cost items in the budgets are intended to
represent recommended  crop production practices,  suggested inputs, and typical
production technologies.
Regional Assessment Model
All budget(s) and applicable production  information must be entered  into the
Regional Assessment model.  The Regional Assessment  model is a linear programming
matrix designed  to analyze aggregate  changes  in farm enterprise mixes,  identify
potentially underused  resources,  and estimate direct economic  activity in various
sectors of the North Dakota economy given alternative  agricultural scenarios (Figure
1).  The model does this by solving for an optimum mix of enterprises, which
simultaneously maximize returns to operator labor, management, and equity and
trace economic activity in various sectors of the economy (Bangsund and Olson 1993).
Several steps are required before the Regional Assessment model can be used
to analyze a scenario.  Detailed  information on model operation and adjustment,
default parameters and information used in the model, and model output have been
documented  (Bangsund and Olson  1993).  After all information is entered and
adjustments  are made to the Regional Assessment model, the model is used to
estimate the direct impacts 1  associated with a scenario.
1Direct impacts  are those changes in output, employment, or income  that represent
the initial or direct effects of a project, program,  or policy.-4-
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Figure  1.  Regional Assessment Model
Comparison  to Baseline Information
The amount of direct economic activity associated with a scenario must be
compared  to baseline information.  Baseline scenarios were generated  for eight
regions of the state (Appendix Figure Al).  Each baseline represents  a benchmark  or
measure  of the existing situation (i.e., current production  of crops and livestock
throughout the region) from which all alternative  scenarios are compared  (Appendix
Tables Al through A8).  The differences  in output between the baseline and an
alternative  scenario  constitutes the direct impacts  associated with that scenario.
Direct impacts  (difference between baseline  and alternative  scenarios) include changes
in economic  activity, enterprise mixes and production  levels, labor requirements, and
any changes  in resource use.  The direct economic impacts of an alternative scenario,
along with changes in labor requirements,  are inputs for the Secondary Impact model.Secondary  Impact Model
The Secondary Impact model was designed  to estimate secondary economic
impacts2, demographic changes,  and fiscal impacts  of an alternative  scenario
(Figure 2).  The model is based on an input-output model to which a set of
demographic  and fiscal routines have been attached (Coon and Leistritz  1993).
The Secondary Impact model uses the output from the Regional Assessment
model as input.  The Secondary Impact model can generate gross business volume  for
17 sectors of the North Dakota  economy.  Estimates  of gross business volume  are used
to estimate secondary employment  and state tax revenues.  Demographic  impacts are
limited to population  changes associated with the change  from baseline to an
alternative  scenario.  Detailed information on model operation,  default parameters,
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Figure 2.  Secondary Impacts  Model
2Secondary economic impacts  (sometimes further categorized  into indirect and
induced effects)  result from subsequent  rounds of spending and respending  within the
economy.  This process of spending and respending  is sometimes termed the multiplier
process,  and the resultant secondary  effects are sometimes referred  to as multiplier effects
(Leistritz and Murdock  1981).-6-
Output Interpretation  and Assessment
The relationship of the components  of the Value-Added  Agriculture  Impact
Assessment  model has been discussed (Figure 3);  however, an important  aspect in
evaluating an alternative scenario is the interpretation of all information generated.
Interpreting the information from the VAAIA is necessary to fully evaluate the
alternative scenario.  For example, possible situations for alternative  scenarios  could
include an alternative  crop that may provide  positive net returns to operator labor,
management,  and equity; however,  the crop may not be competitive  with returns from
other crops in some areas of the state.  Similarly, the expansion  or adoption of
livestock enterprises may have different impacts in various areas  of the state, which
may indicate geographic limitations of a scenario.
Direct and secondary  economic impacts from an alternative scenario  may be
desirable, while the demographic  impacts  may not.  Also, fiscal consequences  (changes
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The potential applications of the modeling system are extensive  and include  (1)
changes in existing enterprises,  (2) adoption of new enterprises,  (3) assessment of the
effects of policy  changes, and (4) analysis of the effects of changes in resource use
(Figure 4).  Two applications  were chosen to illustrate the model:  (1)  analyzing the
effects  of expanded feeder calf backgrounding and (2) assessing the impacts of
expanded irrigation.
*------------------------------------------------------
* Changes in existing enterprises
-) Expanded livestock  production
-) Substituted row crops for small grains
* Adoption of new enterprises
-) Alternative crop production
-) Supplemental livestock activities
-) Specialty  enterprises
* Effects of policy changes
-) Farm program provisions
-) Loan assistance programs
-) International trade
* Changes in resource use
-) Marginal cropland vs pasture
-) Irrigation vs dryland production
-) Summer fallow  vs continuous production
Figure  4.  Potential Applications  of the Value-Added  Agriculture Impact Assessment
Model
Expanded Calf Backgrounding
Feeder calf production  is a common livestock enterprise on North Dakota farms
and ranches (Leistritz and Sell 1993; Bangsund and Olson  1993).  Systems Research
and Development,  Ltd. (1992)  estimated that about 669,000 feeder calves were
produced  in North Dakota in  1991 and that about 50 percent were sold outside the
state at weaning.  Bangsund and Olson (1993) estimated that about 490,000 calves
were  sold at weaning annually from 1989 to  1991.  An alternative to marketing them
at weaning would be to retain them in a backgrounding  operation.  Typically,-8-
backgrounding  involves  feeding the calves  after weaning to add  150 to 300 pounds per
animal, after which they may be transferred to commercial  feedlots outside of the
state or retained  by feedlots within the state.  Retaining additional  calves in the state
could stimulate local and state economies  through expenditures  for feed, fuel, utilities,
and other inputs, and through additional income for producers.
The alternative scenario analyzed  involved backgrounding  about half of the
calves currently sold at weaning in Region 7.  An estimated  95,327 calves were
backgrounded  to 750 pounds, using rations and budgets developed by Bangsund  and
Olson (1993).  Total direct economic  impacts on the state economy were $9.6 million,
or about $100 per animal (Table 1).  Total direct and secondary  economic impacts
from the expanded backgrounding were $30.2 million, with $8.6 million in retail trade
and $8.0 million in personal income.  Additional tax collections included $397,000  in
state sales and use taxes, $105,000  in personal  income taxes, and $46,000  in
corporate  income taxes (Table 1).
An additional  11,400  days of farm labor were required for the expanded
backgrounding  operation.  Existing farm and ranch operators were assumed to
provide three-fourths  of the extra labor, while an estimated  41 hired workers supplied
the remaining labor requirements.  The backgrounding activity, through increased
economic  activity, would generate or create an additional 364 secondary jobs.  The
total demographic impact was estimated to be 1,038 persons (Table  1).
Expanded  Irrigated Crop Production
Another scenario analyzed  by the model was an expansion of irrigated  crop
production in Region 6.  Irrigated crop production has been considered a viable
method to intensify agricultural production in North Dakota (Leitch et al. 1991).
Expanded  crop irrigation  involved converting  10,000 acres of nonirrigated cropland  to
irrigated cropland.
Several steps were  used to determine which dryland crops would be reduced
and which  dryland crops would be grown on the new irrigated cropland.  Baseline
acreages were adjusted  to reflect high and low acreage for all traditional dryland
crops from 1986 through  1991 (North Dakota Agricultural Statistics Service  1987
through  1992).  After allowing the Regional Assessment model to determine  the new
crop mix, irrigated cropland was expanded  to determine which crops the irrigated
land would  displace.  All  10,000 acres of irrigated cropland  came from continuous
spring wheat production.  Thus, baseline constraints  for continuous spring wheat
production were reduced by 10,000 acres.  The expanded irrigated cropland was
limited to 2,000 acres of potatoes and 2,700 acres of small grains, corn silage limits
were unchanged, and no acreage limits were placed on corn grain production.  Based
on Regional Assessment  model analysis, the new irrigated cropland  should produce
1,667 acres  of potatoes  and 8,333 acres  of corn grain.-9-
TABLE 1.  ECONOMIC,  DEMOGRAPHIC,  AND FISCAL IMPACTS  FROM
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Total 918  17038- 10-
Total direct economic  impacts of converting  10,000 acres of dryland  crop
production to irrigated  crop production were  about $4 million or about $398 per acre
(Table 2).  Total impacts, direct and secondary,  totaled $10.8 million, including $3.6
million in retail trade and  $4.0 million in increased  personal income.  Additional  labor
requirements were estimated to be 7.5 hours per acre.  Existing operators  would
supply one-half of the additional hours and hired workers would supply the remaining
hours.  Thus,  19  additional farm workers would be hired.  In addition,  79 secondary
jobs would be created.  The total population impact was estimated  to be about 249
persons (Table 2).
CONCLUSIONS  AND  IMPLICATIONS
This report described  a model that could  assess the economic,  demographic,  and
fiscal impacts of various production agriculture  and resource use scenarios.  The
model is comprised  of two major components--a  Regional Assessment model and a
Secondary Impacts model.  The  modeling system was designed  to provide adequate
flexibility to analyze  a variety of agricultural production and resource use
alternatives.  The model appears well suited for its intended use and  shows great
potential as an analytical  tool for researchers  and policymakers.- 11  -
TABLE 2.  ECONOMIC,  DEMOGRAPHIC,  AND FISCAL IMPACTS FROM
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  BASELINE OUTPUT,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 1,
Contribution to Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  7,125,301.76
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.PPENDIX  TABLE  Al.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
52  Irrig Eqpt  Int
53  Irrig Eqpt Prin
54  Irrig Eqpt Depr
55  Lvst Eqpt Int
56  Lvst Eqpt Prin
57  Lvst Eqpt Depr
61 Lvst Buld Int
62 Lvst Buld Prin
63 Lvst Buld Depr
64 Sire Int
65  Sire Prin
66 Sire Depr
67 Dam Int
68  Dam Prin
69  Purchased Repl
70  Purchased Feeders
71  Operating Capital
72  Interest Oper Cap
73  Owned Crop Land
74 Rented Crop Land
75  Unused  Rent Land
76 Unused Owned Land
77  Summerfallow
78  CRP
79  Wheat  Def  Payment
80  Barly  Def  Payment
81  Corn Def Payment
82  Oats Def Payment
83  Prod HRSW Fallow
84  Prod HRSW Cont
85  Sell Spring Wheat
86  Prod Barley Fallw
87  Prod Barley Cont
88  Sell Barley
89  Feed Barley
90  Prod  Winter  Wheat




















Prod  Corn  Silage




Prod D Edble Bean





Prod Dur Wht Fllw
Prod Dur Wht Cont
Sell Durum Wheat
Prod Rye



























































-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives  Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
110  Sell Rye
111 Prod Sugarbeets
112  Sell Sugarbeets
113 Prod Irr Spr Wht
114 Prod  Irr Barley
115 Prod  Irr Dur Wht
116 Prod Irr Corn Grn
117  Prod Irr Corn Sil
118 Prod Safflowers
119 Sell Safflowers
120 Prod Forage Crops
121  Feed Forage Crops
122  Prod Millet
123  Sell Millet
124  Prod Spelt






131  Sell Alfalfa
132 Feed Alfalfa
133  Owned Hay Land
134  Rented Hay Land
135 Prod Other Hay
136 Sell Other Hay




141  Extra Grazingland
144  Purch Corn
147 Purch Prot Suppl
148 Purch Minrl/salt
149 Purch Milk Replcr
150 Purch Pig Starter
151  Beef Cow Feed Mix
152  Beef Cows
153 Sell Beef Str Clf
154  Sell Beef Hfr Clf
155  Beef Rpl Feed Mix
156 Raise Beef Repl
157 Buy Beef Repl
158 Backgrnd Feed Mix
159 Background Steers
160 Background Heifrs
161 Buy Steer Calves
162 Buy Heifer Calves
163 Beef  HConsumption
164  Sell Milk
165 Dary Cow Feed Mix
166 Dairy Cows
167  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
Amount/Level
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APPENDIX  TABLE  Al.  CONTINUED
Section  1  - Alternatives  Selected  In  The  Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
168  Raise Dairy Repl
169 Buy Dairy Repl
170 Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
171  Sell Dairy Repl
172  Sel Dairy Bul Clf
173  Sel Dairy Hef Clf
174  Dary HConsumption
175  Sows
176  Sow Feed Mix
177 Raise Repl Gilts
178 Buy Repl Gilts
179 Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
180  Sell Feeder Pigs
181 Buy Feeder Pigs
182  Sell Market Hogs
183  Mkt Hog Feed Mix
184  Purch Creep feed
185 Purch G/F Premmix
186 Hog HConsumption
187 Ewes
188 Ewes Feed Mix
189 Raised Repl Ewes
190 Buy Repl Ewes
191  Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
192  Sell Feeder Lambs
193  Buy Feeder Lambs
194  Sell Market Lambs









































































































Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused
Resources
58 Crop Buld Int
59 Crop Buld Prin
60 Crop Buld Depr
80  Pastureland Rent
87  CRP
89 Min  Spr Wht Fallw
90 Max Spr Wht Cont
92 Max  Barley  Fallow
94 Max Barley Cont
97 Min  Winter Wheat
98  Max Corn Grain
100 Max Corn Silage
102 Max Oats
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
























































Max Dur Wht Fallw
Max Dur Wht Cont
Max Rye
Min  Sugarbeets








Min  Irr Dur Wheat
Min  Irr Corn Grn


































Buy Repl Ewe lmt+
Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
Sell Fdr Lmb lmt-
Prod Mkt Lmb lmt-
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
Section 3 - Prices Where Other Alternatives Become
Alternative  Needed $  Price change
58 Crop Buld Int  1.00 $/  $
59 Crop Buld Prin  0.00  $/  $
60 Crop Buld Depr  1.00  $/  $
93  Sell Corn  0.22 $/bu
142 Purch Alfalfa  8.18 $/tons
143 Purch Other Hay  7.26 $/tons
145 Purch Barley  0.20 $/bu
146 Purch Oats  0.17 $/bu
Economically Feasible
Minimal Price/Cost
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $






















15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20 Other Crop Costs
21 Irr Water Charge
22 Purch Feed Cons




27  Breeding  Charges
28 Livestck Supplies
29 Lvst Custom Hire
30 Livestock Bedding
31  Other  Lvst  Cost
32 Utilities
33 General Farm OvHd
34  Real  Estate  Taxes
35  Gen  Farm  Insurnce
36  Crop  Land  Rent
37  Hay  Land  Rent
38  Pasture  Rent
39  Public  Range  Rent
40  Crop  Land  Int
Residual Marginal Value
Dollars / unit
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
41  Crop Land Prin
42  Hay Land Int
43  Hay Land Prin
44  Pasture Land  Int
45 Pasture Land Prin
46 Crop Mach Int
47 Crop Mach Prin
48 Crop Mach Depr
49  Hay Mach Int
50 Hay Mach Prin
51  Hay Mach Depr
52  Irrig Eqpt Int
53  Irrig  Eqpt Prin
54  Irrig Eqpt Depr
55 Lvst Eqpt Int
56 Lvst Eqpt Prin
57 Lvst Eqpt Depr
61  Lvst Buld Int
62  Lvst Buld Prin
63  Lvst Buld Depr
64  Sire Int
65  Sire Prin
66  Sire Depr
67  Dam Int
68  Dam Prin
69 Purchased Repl
70 Purchased Feeders
71  Operating Capital
72 Interest Transfer
73 Own Crop Land Max
74  Rent Crop Lnd Max
75  Unused Rent Land
76 Unused Owned Land
77  Own Hay Land Max
78 Rent Hay Land Max
79 Public grazngland
81  Pastureland Owned
82  Extra GrazingLand
83  Crop Land Trnsfer
84  Hay Land Trnsfer
85 AUM Requirements
86 Summerfallow
88 Max Spr Wht Fallw
91 Min Spr Wht Cont
93 Min Barley Fallow
95 Min Barley Cont
96 Max Winter Wheat
99 Min Corn Grain
101  Min Corn Silage
103 Min Oats
104  Max Dry Edbl Bean
107  Min Sunflowers
109 Min Flax
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
Section  4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
113 Min Dur Wht Cont
115 Min Rye
116 Max Sugarbeets
118 Max Irr Spr Wht
121 Min Irr Barley
123 Min Safflower





134 Max Irr Dur Wheat
136 Max Irr Corn Grn
139 Min Irr Corn Sil
140 Max Alfalfa
144 Wht Def Pmt Trans
145 Bly Def Pmt Trans
146 Crn Def Pmt Trans
147 Oat Def Pmt Trans
148 Prod Spring Wheat
149 Prod Winter Wheat
150 Prod Barley
151  Prod Corn
153  Prod Oats
154  Prod Dry Ebl Bean
155  Prod Oil Sunflowr
156  Prod Flax
157  Prod Durum Wheat
158 Prod Rye
159  Prod Sugarbeets
160 Prod Safflowers






167 Prod Other Hay
168 Feed Alfalfa Hay
169  Feed Other Hay
170  Feed Forages
171  Feed Corn
172 Feed Barley
173 Feed Oats
176 Repl Beef Heifers
178 Buy Beef Rplmnts-
180 Beef Hconsmption-
185 Protein  Supplment
186 Feed Beef Cows
187 Feed Beef Repl
188 Feed Bkgnd Beef
190 Beef Cow Imt-
191  Bkgrnd Heifers+
192  Bkgrnd Steers+
Residual Marginal Value
















15.58 $/  $
22.53 $/  $
29.13 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE Al.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
194  Buy Heifer Imt-
196 Buy Steer Imt-
197  Sell StrCalf  lmt+
199 Sell HfrCalf lmt+
201 Prod Milk
202 Repl Dairy Heifer
203 Feed Dairy Repl
205 Dairy Bull Calf
206 Feed Dairy Cows
207 Dairy Cow Limits+
210 Buy D Repl  Imt-
212  Dary HConsmption-
213  Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
215  Sell DRplmnt lmt+
218  Buy DBckgrnd Imt-
220  Sow limits-
221  Feed Sows
223 Replacement Gilts
224 Feed Repl Gilts







234 Purch Frd Pig-
236 Buy Repl Gilt-
237  Sell Feeder Pigs+
240  Hog HConsumption-
242  Replacement Ewes
243 Wool Production
244 Wool Incentive
245  Feed Ewes
247  Ewe Limits-
248  Feed Repl Ewes
250  Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
252  Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
253  Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
255  Feed Market Lambs
256  Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  BASELINE OUTPUT, REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 2,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
Contribution to Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  43,622,428.93
















15  Crop Insurance
16  Fuel & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop Drying
19 Crop Custom Hire
20  Other Crop Costs
21  Purch Feed Cons
23 Veterinary Serv
24  Medicine
25  Lvstck Marketing
26  Breeding Charges
27 Lvstck Supplies
28  Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock Bedding
30 Other Lvst Costs
31  Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34  Gen Farm Insurnce
35  Crop Land Rent
36  Hay Land Rent
37 Pasture Rent
38  Public Range Rent
39 Crop Land Int
40  Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42  Hay Land Prin
43  Pasture Int
44  Pasture Prin
45  Crop Mach Int
46  Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48  Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
52  Irrig Eqpt Prin

























































0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/ $
0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/ $
-0.50  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/ $
-1.00  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
54  Lvst Eqpt Int
55 Lvst  Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61 Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63 Sire Int
64 Sire Prin






71  Interest Oper Cap
72 Owned Crop Land
73  Rented Crop Land
74  Unused  Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76  Suimmerfallow
77 CRP
78 Wheat Def Payment
79 Barly Def Payment
80 Corn Def Payment
81  Oats  Def  Payment
82 Prod HRSW Fallow


























































Dur  Wht  Fllw
Dur  Wht  Cont
Selected In  The Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level

























































-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives





























































Prod Irr Spr Wht
Prod Irr Barley
Prod Irr Dur Wht
Prod Irr Corn Grn





















Owned  Hay  Land
Rented  Hay  Land
Prod  Other  Hay
Sell  Other  Hay










Beef Cow Feed Mix
Beef Cows
Sell Beef Str Clf
Sell Beef Hfr Clf
Beef Rpl Feed Mix
Raise Beef Repl
Buy Beef Repl
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A2.  CONTINUED
Section  1  - Alternatives
Alternatives
169 Buy Steer Calves
170 Buy Heifer Calves
171 Beef HConsumption
172 Sell Milk
173  Dary Cow Feed Mix
174  Dairy Cows
175  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
176 Raise Dairy Repl
177 Buy Dairy Repl
178 Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
179 Sell Dairy Repl
180 Sel  Dairy Bul Clf
181  Sel Dairy Hef Clf
182 Dary HConsumption
183 Sows
184 Sow Feed Mix
185 Raise Repl Gilts
186 Buy Repl Gilts
187 Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
188 Sell Feeder Pigs
189 Buy Feeder Pigs
190 Sell Market Hogs
191  Mkt Hog Feed Mix
192 Purch Creep Feed
193 Purch G/F Premix
194 Hog HConsumption
195 Ewes
196 Ewes Feed Mix
197 Raised Repl Ewes
198 Buy Repl Ewes
199 Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
200 Sell Feeder Lambs
201  Buy Feeder Lambs
202 Sell Market Lambs





Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level

















































































Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused
Resources
32  General  Farm  OvHd
57  Crop  Buld  Int
58  Crop  Buld  Prin
59  Crop  Buld  Depr
79  Pastureland  Rent
86  CRP+
88  Max  Spr  Wht  Fallw
90  Max  Spr  Wht  Cont
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A2.  CONTINUED
Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused  (continued)
Resources
94  Max Barley Cont
96 Max Winter Wheat
98 Max Corn Grain
100 Max Corn Silage
102  Max Oats
104  Max Dry Edbl Bean
106 Max Soybeans
108 Max Sunflowers
110 Max NonOil Snflwr
112 Max Flax
114  Max Dur Wht Fallw
116 Max Dur Wht Cont
118 Max Rye
120 Max Potatoes
121  Min Potatoes
122 Max Irr Spr Wht
124 Max Irr Barley
126 Max Safflower
128 Max Forage Crops
130 Max Mustard
132 Max Millet
134  Max Spelt




144  Max Irr Dur Wheat
146 Max Irr Corn Grn
148 Max Irr Corn Sil
150 Max Alfalfa
152 Max Other Hay
153 Min Other Hay
162 Prod Corn Silage
188 Prod Steer Calves
189 Prod Heifr Calves
191 Buy Beef Rplmnts+
193 Beef HConsmption+
195 Max Corn Purchase
196 Max Brly Purchase
197 Max Oats Purchase
198 Max Afla Purchase
206 Beef Cow lmt+
210 Buy Heifer Imt+
212  Buy Steer lmt+
215  Sell StrCalf  Imt-
217  Sell HfrCalf  Imt-
221  Dairy Heifer Calf
225  Dairy Cow Limits-
226  Buy D Repl  lmt+
228 Dary HConsmption+
231  Sell HfrCalf  Imt-
233  Sell DRplmnt  Imt-
234  Buy DBckgrnd Imt+
236 Sow limits+
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused  (continued)
Resources Amount  Used Original Amount
Market  Hog-
Purch  Fdr Pig+





Buy Repl Ewe  lmt+
Buy Fdr Lamb  lmt+
Sell Fdr Lmb 1mt-






































Section  3  - Prices Where Other Alternatives Become Economically Feasible
Alternative
22  Purch  Feed  Other
32  General  Farm  OvHd
57  Crop  Buld  Int
58  Crop  Buld  Prin
59  Crop  Buld  Depr
150  Purch  Alfalfa
151  Purch  Other  Hay
153  Purch  Barley
154  Purch  Oats
Needed  $  Price  change
0.09  $/  $
1.00  $/  $
1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $






0.09 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $





Section  4  - Limiting  Resources
Resources
1 Ag Livestock
2  Ag  Crop
3 Comm & Utilities
4  Retail  Sales
5  FIRE
6  Business/Personal








15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
21  Purch  Feed  Cons
Residual  Marginal  Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources






28  Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock Bedding
30 Other Lvst Cost
31 Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34  Gen Farm Insurnce
35  Crop Land Rent
36  Hay Land Rent
37 Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39 Crop Land Int
40 Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42 Hay Land Prin
43 Pasture Land Int
44  Pasture Land Prin
45 Crop Mach Int
46 Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt  Int
52 Irrig Eqpt Prin
53 Irrig Eqpt Depr
54  Lvst Eqpt  Int
55 Lvst Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61  Lvst Buld Prin
62 Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64 Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr





71  Interest Transfer
72  Own Crop Land Max
73 Rent Crop Lnd Max
74  Unused Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76  Own Hay Land Max
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
81 AUMs Alternative
82  Crop Land Trnsfer
83  Hay Land Trnsfer
84  AUM Requirements
85  Summerfallow
87  CRP-
89 Min Spr Wht Fallw
91  Min Spr Wht Cont
93 Min Barley Fallow
95  Min Barley Cont
97 Min Winter Wheat
99 Min Corn Grain
101 Min Corn Silage
103 Min Oats
105 Min Dry Edbl Bean
107 Min Soybeans
109 Min Sunflowers
111 Min NonOil Snflwr
113 Min Flax
115 Max Dur Wht Fallw
117  Min Dur Wht Cont
119 Min Rye
123  Min Irr Spr Wht
125 Min Irr Barley
127  Min Safflower
129 Min Forage Crops
131 Min Mustard
133  Min Millet
135 Min Spelt




145  Min Irr Dur Wheat
147 Min Irr Corn Grn
149 Min Irr Corn Sil
151 Min Alfalfa
154  Wht Def Pmt Trans
155 Bly Def Pmt Trans
156 Crn Def Pmt Trans
157 Oat Def Pmt Trans
158 Prod Spring Wheat




164  Prod Dry Ebl Bean
165 Prod Soybeans
166 Prod Oil Sunflowr
167 Prod NonOil Snflr
168 Prod Flax
169 Prod Durum Wheat
170 Prod Rye
171  Prod Potatoes
Residual  Marginal  Value






































15.59  $/  $
13.67  $/  $
25.77  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
172 Prod Safflowers
173 Prod Forage Crops
174  Prod Canola/Rseed
175  Prod Millet
176 Prod Spelt




181  Prod Other Hay
182 Feed Alfalfa Hay
183  Feed Other Hay
184  Feed Forages
185  Feed Corn
186 Feed Barley
187 Feed Oats
190 Repl Beef Heifers





202 Mineral  & Salt
203 Feed Beef Cows
204 Feed Beef Repl
205 Feed Bkgnd Beef
207 Beef  Cow 1mt-
208 Bkgrnd Heifers+
209 Bkgrnd Steers+
211 Buy Heifer Imt-
213 Buy Steer  imt-
214  Sell StrCalf lit+
216 Sell HfrCalf lmt+
218 Prod Milk
219 Repl Dairy Heifer
220 Feed Dairy Repl
222 Dairy Bull Calf
223 Feed Dairy Cows
224  Dairy Cow Limits+
227  Buy D Repl lmt-
229 Dary HConsmption-
230 Sell HfrCalf lmt+
232  Sell DRplmnt lint+
235 Buy DBckgrnd Int-
237  Sow limits-
238 Feed Sows
240 Replacement Gilts
241  Feed Repl Gilts




248 Purch Frd Pig-
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APPENDIX TABLE A2.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
251  Sell Feeder Pigs+
254  Hog  HConsumption-
256  Replacement  Ewes
257  Wool  Production
258  Wool  Incentive
259  Feed  Ewes
261  Ewe  Limits-
262 Feed Repl Ewes
264 Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
266 Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
267  Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
269  Feed  Market  Lambs
270 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
273 Lamb HCsmptn Imt-
274 Labor Requirement
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  BASELINE OUTPUT, REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 3,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
Contribution to Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin  =  $ 55,770,254.50
Section  1  - Alternatives  Selected  In  The  Plan
Alternatives
1  Ag  Livestock
2 Ag Crops













16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18 Crop Drying
19 Crop Custom Hire
20  Other Crop Costs
22  Purch  Feed  Cons
24  Veterinary  Serv
25  Medicine
26 Lvstck Marketing
27  Breeding  Charges
28 Lvstck Supplies
29 Lvst Custom Hire
30  Livestock  Bedding
31  Other  Lvst  Costs
32 Utilities
34  Real  Estate  Taxes
35 Gen Farm Insurnce
36 Crop Land Rent
37  Hay Land Rent
38  Pasture  Rent
39 Public Range Rent
40  Crop  Land  Int
41  Crop  Land  Prin
42  Hay  Land  Int
43  Hay  Land  Prin
44  Pasture  Int
45  Pasture  Prin
46  Crop  Mach  Int
47  Crop  Mach  Prin
48  Crop  Mach  Depr
49  Hay  Mach  Int
50  Hay  Mach  Prin
51  Hay  Mach  Depr
52  Irrig  Eqpt  Int
53  Irrig  Eqpt  Prin
54  Irrig  Eqpt  Depr
Amount/Level






















































0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/ $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50  $/
-1.00 $/  $
0.00  $/
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives Selected  In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
55  Lvst Eqpt Int
56  Lvst Eqpt Prin
57  Lvst Eqpt Depr
61  Lvst Buld Int
62  Lvst Buld Prin
63  Lvst Buld Depr
64  Sire Int
65  Sire Prin
66  Sire Depr
67  Dam Int
68  Dam Prin
69 Purchased Repl
70 Purchased Feeders
71  Operating Capital
72  Interest Oper Cap
73  Owned Crop Land
74 Rented Crop Land
75 Unused  Rent Land
76 Unused Owned Land
77  Summerfallow
78 CRP
79 Wheat Def Payment
80 Barly Def Payment
81  Corn Def Payment
82  Oats  Def Payment
83  Prod HRSW Fallow
84  Prod HRSW Cont
85  Sell Spring Wheat
86 Prod Barley Fallw
87  Prod Barley Cont
88  Sell Barley
89 Feed Barley
90 Prod Winter Wheat



































































































-1.00  $/ $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $







17.69 $/  $
14.26 $/  $
30.03  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
112  Sell Durum Wheat
113 Prod Rye
114  Sell Rye
115 Prod Potatoes
116  Sell Potatoes
117 Prod  Irr Spr Wht
118 Prod  Irr Barley
119 Prod  Irr Dur Wht
120 Prod  Irr Corn Grn
121  Prod  Irr Corn Sil
122 Prod Safflowers
123  Sell Safflowers
124 Prod Forage Crops









134 Prod Swt Corn Sil
135  Prod Alfalfa
136  Sell Alfalfa
137 Feed Alfalfa
138 Owned Hay Land
139 Rented Hay Land
140 Prod Other Hay
141  Sell Other Hay
142 Feed Other Hay
143 Public Grazngland
144 Pastureland Rent
145  Pastureland Owned
146 AUMs Alternative
149 Purch Corn
152 Purch Prot Suppl
153 Purch Pig Starter
154 Purch Milk Replcr
155 Purch Minrl/Salt
156 Beef Cow Feed Mix
157 Beef Cows
158 Sell Beef Str Clf
159 Sell Beef Hfr Clf
160 Beef Rpl Feed Mix
161  Raise Beef Repl
162 Buy Beef Repl
163  Backgrnd  Feed  Mix
164  Background  Steers
165  Background  Heifrs
166  Buy  Steer  Calves
167 Buy Heifer Calves
168 Beef HConsumption
169 Sell Milk
Selected  In  The  Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
170 Dary Cow Feed Mix
171  Dairy  Cows
172  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
173  Raise Dairy Repl
174 Buy Dairy Repl
175 Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
176 Sell Dairy Repl
177  Sel  Dairy  Bul  Clf
178  Sel  Dairy  Hef  Clf
179  Dary HConsumption
180 Sows
181 Sow Feed Mix
182  Raise Repl Gilts
183  Buy Repl Gilts
184  Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
185  Sell Feeder Pigs
186  Buy Feeder Pigs
187  Sell Market Hogs
188 Mkt  Hog Feed Mix
189 Purch Creep Feed
190 Purch G/F PreMix
191  Hog HConsumption
192 Ewes
193  Ewes  Feed  Mix
194 Raised Repl Ewes
195  Buy  Repl  Ewes
196 Rpl  Ewes Feed Mix
197 Sell Feeder Lambs
198 Buy Feeder Lambs
199 Sell Market Lambs




204  Labor  Accumultion
Amount/Level









































































Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused





Crop Buld  Depr
AUMs Alternative
CRP+
Max Spr Wht Fallw










































































APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section  2 - Resources Remaining Unused
Resources
101  Max Corn Silage
103  Max Oats
105  Max Dry Edbl Bean
107  Max Soybeans
109 Max Sunflowers
111  Max NonOil Snflwr
113  Max Flax
115  Max Dur Wht Fallw
117  Max Dur Wht Cont
119 Max Rye
121  Max Potatoes
122 Min Potatoes
123  Max Irr Spr Wht
125 Max Irr Barley
127 Max Safflower
129 Max Forage Crops
131 Max Mustard
133 Max Millet
135 Max Sweet Corn
137 Max Buckwheat
139 Max Canola/Rpseed
141 Max Irr Dur Wheat
143 Max Irr Corn Grn
145 Max Irr Corn Sil
147  Max Alfalfa
149 Max Other Hay
150 Min Other Hay
159 Prod Corn Silage
183 Prod Steer Calves
184 Prod Heifr Calves
186 Buy Beef Rplmnts+
188 Beef  HConsmption+
190 Max Corn Purchase
191  Max Brly Purchase
192 Max Oats Purchase
193  Max Afla Purchase
201 Beef Cow lmt+
204 Bkgrnd Heifers-
206 Bkgrnd Steers-
207 Buy Heifer lmt+
209 Buy Steer lmt+
212 Sell StrCalf lmt-
214 Sell HfrCalf lmt-
218 Dairy Heifer Calf
222 Dairy Cow Limits-
223  Buy D Repl lmt+
225  Dary HConsmption+
228 Sell HfrCalf  lmt-
230 Sell DRplmnt lmt-
231 Buy DBckgrnd lmt+
233 Sow limits+
236 Prod Feeder Pigs
241 Market Hog-
244 Purch Fdr Pig+
246 Buy Repl Gilt+
Amount  Used
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused
Resources




260 Buy Repl Ewe lmt+
262 Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
265 Sell Fdr Lmb Imt-
268 Prod Mkt Lmb Imt-































Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative
21  Irr  Water  Charge
23  Purch  Feed  Other
33  General  Farm  OvHd
58  Crop  Buld  Int
59  Crop  Buld  Prin
60  Crop  Buld  Depr
147 Purch Alfalfa
148  Purch  Other  Hay
150 Purch Barley
151 Purch Oats
Needed  $  Price  change
1.05  $/  $
0.09 $/  $
1.00  $/  $
1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $







0.09 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $





Section  4  - Limiting Resources
Resources
1 Ag Livestock
2  Ag  Crop
3  Comm  & Utilities
4  Retail  Sales
5 FIRE
6  Business/Personal








15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
22  Purch  Feed  Cons
23  Purch  Feed  Other
24  Veterinary  Serv
Residual  Marginal  Value
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A3.  CONTINUED






29 Lvst Custom Hire
30 Livestock Bedding
31 Other Lvst Cost
32 Utilities
34 Real Estate Taxes
35 Gen Farm Insurnce
36 Crop Land Rent
37 Hay Land Rent
38 Pasture Rent
39 Public Range Rent
40 Crop Land  Int
41 Crop Land Prin
42  Hay Land  Int
43 Hay Land Prin
44  Pasture Land Int
45  Pasture  Land  Prin
46  Crop  Mach  Int
47  Crop  Mach  Prin
48  Crop  Mach  Depr
49  Hay  Mach  Int
50  Hay  Mach  Prin
51  Hay  Mach  Depr
52  Irrig  Eqpt  Int
53  Irrig  Eqpt  Prin
54  Irrig  Eqpt  Depr
55  Lvst Eqpt  Int
56  Lvst  Eqpt  Prin
57  Lvst Eqpt Depr
61 Lvst Buld Int
62  Lvst Buld Prin
63 Lvst Buld Depr
64  Sire  Int
65  Sire Prin
66 Sire Depr
67  Dam Int





73 Own Crop Land Max
74  Rent  Crop  Lnd  Max
75  Unused  Rent  Land
76  Unused  Owned  Land
77 Own Hay Land Max
78 Rent Hay Land Max
79 Public grazngland
80 Pastureland Rent
81  Pastureland Owned
83 Crop Land Trnsfer
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
84  Hay Land Trnsfer
85  AUM Requirements
86  Summerfallow
88  CRP-
90 Min Spr Wht Fallw
92  Min Spr Wht Cont
94  Min Barley Fallow
96  Min Barley Cont
98 Min Winter Wheat
100 Min Corn Grain
102 Min Corn Silage
104  Min Oats
106 Min Dry Edbl Bean
108 Min Soybeans
110 Min Sunflowers
112 Min NonOil Snflwr
114  Min Flax
116 Max Dur Wht Fallw
118 Min Dur Wht Cont
120 Min Rye
124 Min  Irr Spr Wht
126 Min Irr Barley
128 Min Safflower
130 Min Forage Crops
132 Min Mustard
134 Min Millet
136 Min Sweet Corn
138 Min Buckwheat
140 Min Canola/Rpseed
142 Min Irr Dur Wheat
144 Min Irr Corn Grn
146 Min Irr  Corn Sil
148 Min Alfalfa
151 Wht Def Pmt Trans
152  Bly Def Pmt Trans
153 Crn Def Pmt Trans
154  Oat Def Pmt Trans
155 Prod Spring Wheat
156 Prod Winter Wheat
157  Prod Barley
158 Prod Corn
160 Prod Oats
161  Prod Dry Ebl Bean
162 Prod Soybeans
163  Prod Oil Sunflowr
164 Prod NonOil Snflr
165 Prod Flax




170  Prod  Forage  Crops
171  Prod  Canola/Rseed
172 Prod Millet



































17.69 $/  $
14.26 $/  $
30.03 $/  $
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A3.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
173  Prod Mustard
174 Prod Buckwheat
175 Prod Alfalfa
176 Prod Other Hay
177  Feed Alfalfa Hay





185 Repl Beef Heifers
187 Buy Beef Rplmnts-
189 Beef Hconsmption-
194  Protein Supplment
195 Pig Starter
196 Milk Replacer
197 Mineral & Salt
198 Feed Beef Cows
199 Feed Beef Repl
200 Feed Bkgnd Beef
202 Beef Cow Imt-
203 Bkgrnd Heifers+
205 Bkgrnd Steers+
208 Buy Heifer lmt-
210 Buy Steer lmt-
211  Sell StrCalf  lmt+
213 Sell HfrCalf lnt+
215 Prod Milk
216 Repl Dairy Heifer
217  Feed Dairy Repl
219  Dairy Bull Calf
220 Feed Dairy Cows
221  Dairy Cow Limits+
224 Buy D Repl lnt-
226 Dary HConsmption-
227 Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
229 Sell DRplmnt  lmt+
232 Buy DBckgrnd Imt-
234  Sow limits-
235 Feed Sows
237 Replacement Gilts
238 Feed Repl Gilts




245 Purch Frd Pig-
247 Buy Repl Gilt-
248 Sell Feeder Pigs+
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APPENDIX TABLE A3.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
258 Ewe Limits-
259 Feed Repl Ewes
261  Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
263  Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
264 Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
266 Feed Market Lambs
267 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
270 Lamb HCsmptn Imt-






















0.00 mhrs- 49  -
APPENDIX TABLE A4.  BASELINE OUTPUT,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 4,
Contribution to Overhead  (COH) or Gross Margin =  $

















15  Crop Insurance
16  Fuel & Lub
17  Repairs
18 Crop Drying
19  Crop Custom Hire
20 Other Crop Costs
22  Purch Feed Cons
23 Purch Feed Other
24  Veterinary  Serv
25 Medicine
26 Lvstck Marketing
27  Breeding Charges
28 Lvstck Supplies
29  Lvst Custom Hire
30 Livestock Bedding
31  Other  Lvst  Costs
32 Utilities
34  Real  Estate  Taxes
35  Gen Farm Insurnce
36 Crop Land Rent
37  Hay Land Rent
38  Pasture Rent
39 Public Range Rent
40  Crop  Land  Int
41  Crop  Land  Prin
42  Hay  Land  Int
43  Hay  Land  Prin
44  Pasture  Int
45  Pasture Prin
46 Crop Mach Int
47  Crop  Mach  Prin
48 Crop Mach Depr
49 Hay Mach Int
50  Hay Mach Prin
51  Hay Mach Depr
52  Irrig Eqpt  Int
























































0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
o.oo00  $/  $
- continued  -
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
54  Irrig  Eqpt Depr
55  Lvst  Eqpt Int
56  Lvst Eqpt Prin
57  Lvst Eqpt Depr
61  Lvst Buld Int
62  Lvst Buld Prin
63  Lvst Buld Depr
64  Sire  Int
65  Sire Prin
66  Sire Depr
67  Dam Int
68  Dam Prin
69  Purchased Repl
70 Purchased Feeders
71  Operating Capital
72  Interest Oper Cap
73  Owned Crop Land
74 Rented Crop Land
75  Unused  Rent Land
76 Unused Owned Land
77  Summerfallow
78 CRP
79 Wheat Def Payment
80 Barly Def Payment
81 Corn Def Payment
82 Oats  Def Payment
83 Prod HRSW Fallow
84  Prod HRSW Cont
85 Sell Spring Wheat
86  Prod Barley Fallw
87  Prod Barley Cont
88 Sell Barley
89 Feed Barley
90 Prod Winter Wheat







































Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level

























































-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $







21.20 $/  $
16.03 $/  $
32.60 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section  1  - Alternatives  Selected  In  The  Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
111 Prod Dur Wht Cont
112 Sell Durum Wheat




117  Prod Irr Spr Wht
118 Prod Irr Barley
119  Prod Sugarbeets
120  Sell Sugarbeets
121  Prod Irr Corn Grn
122 Prod Irr Corn Sil
123 Prod Forage Crops
124 Feed Forage Crops
125 Prod Canola/Rseed








134  Sell Alfalfa
135  Feed  Alfalfa
136 Owned Hay Land
137 Rented Hay Land
138  Prod Other Hay
139  Sell Other Hay





150 Purch Prot Suppl
151  Purch Pig Starter
152 Purch Milk Replcr
153 Purch Minrl/Salt
154 Beef Cow Feed Mix
155  Beef Cows
156  Sell Beef Str Clf
157  Sell Beef Hfr Clf
158  Beef Rpl Feed Mix
159 Raise Beef Repl
160 Buy Beef  Repl
161  Backgrnd Feed Mix
162  Background Steers
163  Background Heifrs
164  Buy Steer Calves
165  Buy Heifer Calves
166  Beef HConsumption
167  Sell Milk
168  Dary Cow Feed Mix
169  Dairy Cows
Amount/Level
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives Selected  In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
170  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
171 Raise Dairy Repl
172  Buy Dairy Repl
173  Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
174  Sell Dairy Repl
175  Sel Dairy Bul Clf
176  Sel Dairy Hef  Clf
177  Dary HConsumption
178 Sows
179 Sow Feed Mix
180 Raise Repl Gilts
181  Buy Repl Gilts
182 Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
183  Sell Feeder Pigs
184 Buy Feeder Pigs
185  Sell Market Hogs
186 Mkt Hog Feed Mix
187 Purch Creep Feed
188 Purch G/F Premix
189 Hog  HConsumption
190 Ewes
191 Ewes Feed Mix
192 Raised Repl Ewes
193 Buy Repl Ewes
194 Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
195  Sell Feeder Lambs
196 Buy Feeder Lambs
197 Sell Market Lambs











































































Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused
Resources
21  Irr Water Charge
33 General Farm OvHd
58 Crop Buld Int
59 Crop Buld Prin
60 Crop Buld Depr
81  Pastureland Owned
87 CRP+
89 Max Spr Wht Fallw
91 Max Spr Wht Cont
93 Max Barley Fallow
95 Max Barley Cont
97 Max Winter Wheat
99 Max Corn Grain
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section  2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
105 Max Dry Edbl Bean
107 Max Soybeans
109 Max Sunflowers
111 Max NonOil Snflwr
113 Max Flax
115 Max Dur Wht Fallw




123 Max Irr Spr Wht
125 Max Irr Barley






139 Max Irr Corn Grn
141 Max Irr Corn Sil
143 Max Alfalfa
145 Max Other Hay
146 Min Other Hay
155 Prod Corn Silage
179 Prod Steer Calves'
180 Prod Heifr Calves
182 Buy Beef Rplmnts+
184 Beef HConsmption+
186 Max Corn Purchase
187 Max Brly Purchase
188 Max Oats Purchase
189 Max Afla Purchase
197 Beef Cow lmt+
200 Bkgrnd Heifers-
202 Bkgrnd Steers-
203 Buy Heifer lmt+
205 Buy Steer lmt+
208  Sell StrCalf  Imt-
210  Sell HfrCalf  lmt-
214  Dairy Heifer Calf
218  Dairy Cow Limits-
219 Buy D Repl lmt+
221  Dary HConsmption+
224 Sell HfrCalf 1mt-
226  Sell DRplmnt Imt-
227 Buy DBckgrnd lmt+
229  Sow limits+
232 Prod Feeder Pigs
237 Market Hog-
240 Purch Fdr Pig+
242 Buy Repl Gilt+
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
256 Buy Repl Ewe imt+
258 Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
261  Sell Fdr Lmb  Imt-
264 Prod Mkt Lmb Imt-



















Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative
21  Irr Water Charge
33  General  Farm  OvHd
58 Crop Buld Int
59  Crop  Buld  Prin
60  Crop  Buld  Depr
145  Purch  Alfalfa
146  Purch  Other  Hay
147  Purch  Corn
148  Purch  Barley
149 Purch Oats
Needed $ Price change
1.05  $/  $
1.00 $/  $
1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $







1.05 $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $






Section  4  - Limiting  Resources
Resources
1  Ag  Livestock
2  Ag  Crop
3  Comm  & Utilities
4  Retail  Sales
5  FIRE
6  Business/Personal








15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
22  Purch  Feed  Cons
23  Purch  Feed  Other
24  Veterinary  Serv
25  Medicine
26  Livstck  Marketing
27  Breeding  Charges
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A4.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
29 Lvst Custom Hire
30 Livestock Bedding
31 Other Lvst Cost
32  Utilities
34 Real Estate Taxes
35 Gen Farm Insurnce
36 Crop Land Rent
37  Hay Land Rent
38 Pasture Rent
39 Public Range Rent
40 Crop Land Int
41  Crop Land Prin
42  Hay Land Int
43  Hay Land Prin
44  Pasture Land Int
45 Pasture Land Prin
46 Crop Mach Int
47 Crop Mach Prin
48 Crop Mach Depr
49 Hay Mach Int
50 Hay Mach Prin
51  Hay Mach  Depr
52  Irrig Eqpt Int
53  Irrig Eqpt Prin
54  Irrig Eqpt Depr
55  Lvst Eqpt Int
56  Lvst Eqpt Prin
57  Lvst Eqpt Depr
61  Lvst Buld Int
62  Lvst Buld Prin
63  Lvst Buld Depr
64  Sire Int
65  Sire Prin
66  Sire Depr
67  Dam Int
68  Dam Prin
69 Purchased Repl
70 Purchased Feeders
71  Operating Capital
72  Interest Transfer
73 Own Crop Land Max
74  Rent Crop Lnd Max
75 Unused Rent Land
76 Unused Owned Land
77 Own Hay Land Max
78 Rent Bay Land Max
79 Public grazngland
80 Pastureland Rent
82  Extra Grazingland
83  Crop Land Trnsfer
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A4.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
90  Min Spr Wht Fallw
92  Min Spr Wht Cont
94  Min Barley Fallow
96  Min Barley Cont
98  Min Winter Wheat
100 Min Corn Grain
102 Min Corn Silage
104 Min Oats
106 Min Dry Edbl Bean
108 Min  Soybeans
110 Min Sunflowers
112 Min NonOil Snflwr
114 Min Flax
116 Max Dur Wht Fallw
118 Min Dur Wht Cont
120 Min Rye
124  Min Irr Spr Wht
126  Min Irr Barley
128 Min Forage Crops





140 Min Irr Corn Grn
142 Min Irr Corn Sil
144 Min Alfalfa
147 Wht Def Pmt Trans
148 Bly Def Pmt Trans
149 Crn Def  Pmt Trans
150 Oat Def  Pmt Trans
151  Prod Spring Wheat
152 Prod Winter Wheat
153  Prod Barley
154  Prod Corn
156 Prod Oats
157  Prod Dry Ebl Bean
158 Prod Soybeans
159 Prod Oil Sunflowr
160 Prod NonOil Snflr
161  Prod Flax
162 Prod Durum Wheat
163  Prod Rye
164  Prod Potatoes
165 Prod Sugarbeets






172 Prod Other Hay
173 Feed Alfalfa Hay
174 Feed Other Hay
Residual Marginal Value




























21.20 $/  $
16.03 $/  $
32.60 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
175  Feed Forages
176 Feed Corn
177  Feed Barley
178 Feed Oats
181  Repl Beef  Heifers





193  Mineral & Salt
194 Feed Beef Cows
195 Feed Beef Repl
196 Feed Bkgnd Beef
198 Beef Cow Imt-
199 Bkgrnd Heifers+
201 Bkgrnd  Steers+
204  Buy Heifer Imt-
206 Buy Steer Imt-
207  Sell StrCalf  lnt+
209 Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
211 Prod Milk
212 Repl Dairy Heifer
213 Feed Dairy Repl
215  Dairy Bull Calf
216 Feed Dairy Cows
217  Dairy Cow Limits+
220 Buy D Repl Imt-
222  Dary HConsmption-
223  Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
225 Sell DRplmnt  lmt+
228 Buy DBckgrnd Imt-
230 Sow limits-
231  Feed Sows
233  Replacement Gilts
234  Feed Repl Gilts




241  Purch Frd Pig-
243  Buy Repl Gilt-
244  Sell Feeder Pigs+
247  Hog HConsumption-
249 Replacement Ewes
250 Wool Production
251  Wool Incentive
252 Feed Ewes
254  Ewe Limits-
255 Feed Repl Ewes
257  Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
259 Buy Fdr Lamb  linmt-
260 Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
262  Feed Market Lambs
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A4.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
263 Prod Mkt Lmb  lmt+
266 Lamb HCsmptn  lmt-
267 Labor Requirement
Residual Marginal Value









APPENDIX TABLE A5.  BASELINE OUTPUT, REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 5,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
Contribution to  Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  113,663,147.28

















16 Fuel & Lub
17 Repairs
18 Crop Drying
19 Crop Custom Hire
20 Other Crop Costs






28 Lvst Custom Hire
29 Livestock Bedding
30 Other Lvst Costs
31  Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34  Gen Farm Insurnce
35  Crop Land Rent
36 Hay Land Rent
37  Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39 Crop Land Int
40 Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42 Hay Land Prin
43 Pasture Int
44 Pasture Prin
45 Crop Mach Int
46 Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
52  Irrig Eqpt Prin

























































0.oo00  $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/ $
0.00  $/ $
0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-i.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.50  $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $- 60  -
APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section  1  - Alternatives
Alternatives
54  Lvst  Eqpt Int
55  Lvst  Eqpt  Prin
56  Lvst  Eqpt  Depr
60  Lvst  Buld  Int
61  Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst  Buld  Depr
63  Sire  Int
64  Sire  Prin
65  Sire  Depr
66  Dam  Int
67  Dam  Prin
68  Purchased  Repl
69  Purchased  Feeders
70  Operating  Capital
71  Interest  Oper  Cap
72  Owned  Crop  Land
73  Rented  Crop  Land
74  Unused  Rent  Land
75  Unused  Owned  Land
76  Summerfallow
77  CRP
78  Wheat  Def  Payment
79  Barly  Def  Payment
80  Corn  Def  Payment
81  Oats  Def  Payment
82  Prod  HRSW  Fallow
83  Prod  HRSW  Cont
84  Sell  Spring  Wheat
85  Prod  Barley  Fallw
86  Prod  Barley  Cont
87  Sell  Barley
88  Feed  Barley
89  Prod  Winter  Wheat





























D  Edble  Bean











Selected  In  The  Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level


























































-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
111  Sell Durum Wheat
112  Prod Rye
113  Sell Rye
114  Prod Potatoes
115  Sell Potatoes
116  Prod Irr Spr Wht
117  Prod Irr Barley
118 Prod Irr Dur Wht
119 Prod Sugarbeets
120 Sell Sugarbeets
121  Prod Irr Corn Grn
122  Prod Irr Corn Sil
123  Prod Forage Crops
124  Feed Forage Crops







132  Sell Buckwheat
133 Prod Fruits & Veg
134 Sell Fruits & Veg
135  Prod Sweet Corn






142 Owned Hay Land
143 Rented Hay Land
144 Prod Other Hay
145 Sell Other Hay






156 Purch Prot Suppl
157 Purch Pig Starter
158 Purch Milk Replcr
159 Purch Minrl/Salt
160 Beef Cow Feed Mix
161 Beef Cows
162  Sell Beef Str Clf
163  Sell Beef Hfr Clf
164 Beef Rpl Feed Mix
165 Raise Beef Repl
166 Buy Beef Repl
167 Backgrnd Feed Mix
168 Background Steers
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section  1  - Alternatives
Alternatives
169  Background  Heifrs
170  Buy  Steer  Calves
171  Buy  Heifer  Calves
172  Beef  HConsumption
173  Sell Milk
174  Dary Cow Feed Mix
175  Dairy Cows
176  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
177 Raise Dairy Repl
178 Buy Dairy Repl
179  Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
180  Sell Dairy Repl
181  Sel Dairy Bul Clf
182  Sel Dairy Hef Clf
183  Dary HConsumption
184  Sows
185  Sow Feed Mix
186 Raise Repl Gilts
187 Buy Repl Gilts
188 Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
189 Sell Feeder Pigs
190 Buy Feeder Pigs
191  Sell Market  Hogs
192  Mkt  Hog Feed Mix
193 Purch Creep Feed
194  Purch G/F Premix
195  Hog HConsumption
196 Ewes
197  Ewes Feed Mix
198 Raised Repl Ewes
199 Buy Repl Ewes
200 Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
201 Sell Feeder Lambs
202 Buy Feeder Lambs
203 Sell Market Lambs





Selected  In  The  Plan  (continued)
Amount/Level



























































































Max Spr Wht Fallw
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APPENDIX TABLE AS.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
92  Max Barley Fallow
94 Max Barley Cont
96  Max Winter Wheat
98  Max  Corn  Grain
100  Max  Corn  Silage
102  Max  Oats
104  Max  Dry  Edbl  Bean
106  Max  Soybeans
108  Max  Sunflowers
110  Max  NonOil  Snflwr
112 Max Flax
114 Max Dur Wht Fallw
116 Max Dur Wht Cont
118 Max Rye
120  Max  Potatoes
121  Min  Potatoes
122 Max Irr  Spr  Wht
124 Max Irr Barley
126 Max Irr Dur Wht
128 Max Forage Crops
130 Max Millet
132 Max Buckwheat
134  Max Canola/Rpseed
136 Max Crambe
138 Max Fruit & Veg
140 Max Sweet Corn
142 Max Sorghum
144  Max Sugarbeets
146 Max Irr Corn Grn
148 Max Irr Corn Sil
150 Max Alfalfa
152 Max Other Hay
153 Min Other Hay
162 Prod Corn Silage
189 Prod Steer Calves
190 Prod Heifr Calves
192  Buy  Beef  Rplmnts+
194 Beef  HConsmption+
196  Max  Corn  Purchase
197 Max  Brly  Purchase
198  Max  Oats  Purchase
199 Max Afla Purchase
207  Beef Cow lmt+
210 Bkgrnd Heifers-
212  Bkgrnd Steers-
213 Buy Heifer lmt+
215 Buy Steer lmt+
218 Sell StrCalf Imt-
220 Sell HfrCalf Imt-
224  Dairy Heifer Calf
228 Dairy Cow Limits-
229  Buy D Repl Imt+
231  Dary HConsmption+
234  Sell HfrCalf Imt-
































































































































































































































- continued  -- 64
APPENDIX TABLE AS.  CONTINUED
Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused  (continued)
Resources Amount  Used Original Amount










Buy Repl Ewe lmt+
Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
Sell Fdr Lmb Imt-
Prod Mkt Lmb Imt-
Lamb HCsmptn  lmt+
Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative
22  Purch Feed Other
32  General Farm OvHd
57  Crop Buld Int
58 Crop Buld Prin
59 Crop Buld Depr
151  Purch Alfalfa
152  Purch Other Hay
154  Purch Barley
155  Purch Oats
Needed $  Price change
0.09 $/  $
1.00  $/  $
1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $






0.09  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $





















15  Crop Insurance
16  Fuel & Lub
17  Repairs
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
19  Crop Custom Hire
20 Other Crop Costs
21 Purch Feed Cons
22 Purch Feed Other
23 Veterinary Serv
24 Medicine
25  Livstck Marketing
26 Breeding Charges
27 Livestck Supplies
28 Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock  Bedding
30 Other Lvst Cost
31 Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34  Gen Farm Insurnce
35 Crop Land Rent
36  Hay  Land  Rent
37  Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39  Crop Land Int
40  Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42  Hay Land Prin
43  Pasture Land Int
44  Pasture Land Prin
45 Crop Mach Int
46  Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49  Hay  Mach  Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
52 Irrig Eqpt Prin
53 Irrig Eqpt Depr
54 Lvst Eqpt Int
55  Lvst Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61 Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr
66 Dam Int
67 Dam Prin
68  Purchased  Repl
69  Purchased  Feeders
70  Operating  Capital
71  Interest  Transfer
72 Own Crop Land Max
73  Rent  Crop  Lnd  Max
74  Unused  Rent  Land
75  Unused  Owned  Land
76  Own  Hay  Land  Max
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
77  Rent Hay Land Max
78 Public grazngland
79 Pastureland Rent
80  Pastureland Owned
82  Crop Land Trnsfer




89  Min Spr Wht Fallw
91  Min Spr Wht Cont
93  Min Barley Fallow
95  Min Barley Cont
97  Min Winter Wheat
99 Min Corn Grain
101  Min Corn Silage
103 Min Oats
105 Min Dry Edbl Bean
107 Min Soybeans
109 Min Sunflowers
111 Min NonOil Snflwr
113 Min Flax
115 Max  Dur Wht Fallw
117 Min Dur Wht Cont
119 Min Rye
123 Min Irr Spr Wht
125 Min Irr Barley
127 Min Irr Dur Wht





139 Min Fruit & Veg
141 Min Sweet Corn
143 Min Sorghum
145 Min Sugarbeets
147 Min Irr Corn Grn
149  Min Irr Corn Sil
151 Min Alfalfa
154 Wht Def Pmt Trans
155  Bly Def Pmt Trans
156 Crn  Def Pmt Trans
157  Oat Def Pmt Trans
158  Prod Spring Wheat
159  Prod Winter Wheat
160  Prod Barley
161  Prod Corn
163  Prod Oats
164  Prod Dry Ebl Bean
165  Prod Soybeans
166  Prod Oil Sunflowr
167  Prod NonOil Snflr
168  Prod Flax
Residual  Marginal  Value









































17.94  $/  $
17.38  $/  $
38.20  $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources




173 Prod Forage Crops
174 Prod Canola/Rseed
175 Prod Millet
176  Prod  Crambe
177 Prod Buckwheat
178 Prod Fruits & Veg
179  Prod Sweet Corn
180 Prod Sorghum
181  Prod Alfalfa
182  Prod Other Hay
183  Feed Alfalfa Hay
184  Feed Other Hay
185  Feed  Forages
186  Feed Corn
187  Feed Barley
188 Feed Oats
191  Repl Beef  Heifers





203 Mineral & Salt
204  Feed Beef Cows
205 Feed Beef Repl
206  Feed Bkgnd Beef
208 Beef Cow Imt-
209 Bkgrnd Heifers+
211 Bkgrnd Steers+
214  Buy Heifer Imt-
216 Buy Steer  Imt-
217  Sell StrCalf  lmt+
219  Sell  HfrCalf  lmt+
221 Prod Milk
222 Repl Dairy Heifer
223 Feed Dairy Repl
225  Dairy Bull Calf
226 Feed Dairy Cows
227  Dairy Cow Limits+
230 Buy D Repl  Imt-
232  Dary HConsmption-
233  Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
235  Sell DRplmnt lmt+




244 Feed Repl Gilts
245 Feed Market Hogs
246 Market Hog+
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A5.  CONTINUED




251 Purch Frd Pig-
253 Buy Repl Gilt-




261 Wool  Incentive
262 Feed Ewes
264  Ewe Limits-
265 Feed Repl Ewes
267 Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
269 Buy Fdr Lamb lmt-
270 Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
272 Feed Market  Lambs
273 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
276 Lamb HCsmptn Imt-
277 Labor Requirement
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  BASELINE OUTPUT, REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION 6,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
Contribution to Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  125,775,564.80
Section  1  - Alternatives  Selected  In  The  Plan
Alternatives
1  Ag Livestock
2 Ag Crops












15  Crop Insurance
16  Fuel & Lub
17 Repairs
18  Crop Drying
19  Crop Custom Hire
20 Other Crop Costs
21 Purch Feed Cons
23 Veterinary Serv
24 Medicine
25  Lvstck Marketing
26 Breeding Charges
27 Lvstck Supplies
28 Lvst Custom Hire
29 Livestock Bedding
30  Other Lvst Costs
31 Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34 Gen Farm Insurnce
35 Crop Land Rent
36  Hay Land Rent
37 Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39  Crop Land Int
40 Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42  Hay Land Prin
43  Pasture Int
44 Pasture Prin
45  Crop Mach Int
46  Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48  Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
52 Irrig Eqpt Prin
53 Irrig Eqpt Depr
Amount/Level






















































0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00oo  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
- continued  -- 70  -
APPENDIX  TABLE  A6.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
54 Lvst Eqpt Int
55 Lvst Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt  Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61 Lvst Buld Prin
62 Lvst Buld Depr
63 Sire  Int
64 Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr
66 Dam Int
67  Dam Prin
68  Purchased Repl
69  Purchased Feeders
70  Operating Capital
71  Interest Oper Cap
72  Owned Crop Land
73  Rented Crop Land
74  Unused  Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76  Summerfallow
77  CRP
78  Wheat Def Payment
79  Barly Def Payment
80  Corn Def Payment
81  Oats Def Payment
82  Prod HRSW Fallow
83  Prod HRSW Cont
84  Sell Spring Wheat
85  Prod Barley Fallw
86 Prod Barley Cont
87  Sell Barley
88 Feed Barley
89  Prod Winter Wheat




































































































-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/ $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/ $
-1.00  $/ $
0.00  $/ $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $








14.70 $/  $
32.03 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives Selected  In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
111  Sell Durum Wheat
112 Prod Rye
113 Sell Rye
114  Prod Potatoes
115  Sell Potatoes
116 Prod Irr Spr Wht
117 Prod Irr Barley
118 Prod Irr Dur Wht
119 Prod Spelt
120 Sell Spelt
121  Prod Irr Corn Grn
122 Prod Irr Corn Sil
123 Prod Forage Crops







131  Prod Buckwheat
132  Sell Buckwheat
133 Prod Fruits & Veg
134  Sell Fruits & Veg
135 Prod Sweet Corn












148 Owned Hay Land
149 Rented Hay Land
150 Prod Other Hay
151 Sell Other Hay






162 Purch Prot Suppl
163 Purch Pig Starter
164 Purch Milk Replcr
165 Purch Minrl/Salt
166 Beef Cow Feed Mix
167 Beef Cows
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives  Selected In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
169  Sell Beef Hfr Clf
170 Beef Rpl  Feed Mix
171  Raise Beef  Repl
172  Buy Beef Repl
173 Backgrnd Feed Mix
174  Background Steers
175 Background Heifrs
176 Buy Steer Calves
177 Buy Heifer Calves
178 Beef HConsumption
179  Sell Milk
180 Dary Cow Feed Mix
181 Dairy Cows
182 Dary Rpl Feed Mix
183 Raise Dairy Repl
184  Buy Dairy Repl
185 Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
186 Sell Dairy Repl
187 Sel Dairy Bul Clf
188 Sel Dairy Hef Clf
189 Dary HConsumption
190 Sows
191 Sow Feed Mix
192 Raise Repl Gilts
193 Buy Repl Gilts
194  Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
195 Sell Feeder Pigs
196 Buy Feeder Pigs
197 Sell Market Hogs
198 Mkt Hog Feed Mix
199 Purch Creep Feed
200 Purch G/F Premix
201 Hog HConsumption
202 Ewes
203 Ewes Feed Mix
204 Raised Repl Ewes
205 Buy Repl Ewes
206 Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
207  Sell Feeder Lambs
208 Buy Feeder Lambs
209 Sell Market Lambs





































































































Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused
Resources
32 General Farm OvHd
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED






























































Max Spr Wht Fallw












Max Dur Wht Fallw




Max Irr Spr Wht
Max Irr Barley













Max Irr Corn Grn
Max Irr Corn Sil
Max Alfalfa
Max Other Hay
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
224 Buy Steer lmt+
227  Sell StrCalf  Imt-
229 Sell HfrCalf  Imt-
233 Dairy Heifer Calf
237 Dairy Cow Limits-
238 Buy D Repl lmt+
240 Dary HConsmption+
243 Sell HfrCalf Imt-
245 Sell DRplmnt Imt-
246 Buy DBckgrnd lmt+
248 Sow limits+
251 Prod Feeder Pigs
256 Market Hog-
259 Purch Fdr Pig+
261  Buy Repl Gilt+
264  Sell Feeder Pigs-
265  Hog HConsumption+
267  Prod Lambs
272 Ewe Limits+
275 Buy Repl Ewe lmt+
277 Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
280  Sell Fdr Lmb Imt-
283 Prod Mkt Lmb Imt-












































































Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative










Needed $  Price change
0.09 $/  $
1.00 $/  $
1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $




























1 Ag Livestock  0.00  $/tsfr
2 Ag Crop  0.00 $/tsfr
3 Comm & Utilities  0.00  $/tsfr
4 Retail Sales  0.00 $/tsfr
5 FIRE  0.00  $/tsfr
6 Business/Personal  0.00  $/tsfr
7 Prof & SocialServ  0.00  $/tsfr
8 Households  0.00  $/tsfr
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED







15  Crop Insurance
16  Fuel & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19 Crop Custom Hire
20 Other Crop Costs
21 Purch Feed Cons
22 Purch Feed Other
23 Veterinary Serv
24 Medicine
25  Livstck  Marketing
26  Breeding  Charges
27  Livestck  Supplies
28  Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock  Bedding
30  Other  Lvst  Cost
31  Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34 Gen Farm Insurnce
35 Crop Land Rent
36  Hay  Land  Rent
37 Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39  Crop  Land  Int
40  Crop  Land  Prin
41 Hay Land Int
42  Hay  Land  Prin
43 Pasture Land Int
44  Pasture  Land  Prin
45 Crop Mach Int
46  Crop  Mach  Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49  Hay  Mach  Prin
50  Hay  Mach  Depr
51 Irrig Eqpt Int
52  Irrig  Eqpt  Prin
53 Irrig Eqpt Depr
54 Lvst Eqpt Int
55  Lvst Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61  Lvst  Buld  Prin
62  Lvst  Buld  Depr
63 Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire  Depr
66  Dam  Int
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
68  Purchased Repl
69  Purchased Feeders
70  Operating Capital
71  Interest Transfer
72  Own Crop Land Max
73 Rent Crop Lnd Max
74  Unused Rent Land
75 Unused Owned Land
76 Own Hay Land Max
77 Rent Hay Land Max
78  Public grazngland
79  Pastureland Rent
80  Pastureland Owned
82  Crop Land Trnsfer




89 Min  Spr Wht Fallw
91 Min Spr Wht Cont
93 Min Barley Fallow
95 Min Barley Cont
97 Min Winter Wheat
99 Min Corn Grain
101 Min Corn Silage
103 Min Oats
105  Min Dry Edbl Bean
107  Min Soybeans
109 Min Sunflowers
111  Min  NonOil Snflwr
113  Min Flax
115  Max Dur Wht Fallw
117  Min  Dur Wht Cont
119 Min Rye
123 Min  Irr Spr Wht
125 Min Irr Barley
127 Min  Irr Dur Wht






141 Min Fruit & Veg





153  Min Irr  Corn Grn
155  Min Irr Corn Sil
157  Min Alfalfa
160 Wht Def Pmt Trans























































15.84 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
162  Crn Def Pmt Trans
163  Oat Def Pmt Trans
164  Prod Spring Wheat
165  Prod Winter Wheat
166  Prod Barley
167  Prod Corn
169  Prod Oats
170 Prod Dry Ebl Bean
171  Prod Soybeans
172  Prod Oil Sunflowr
173  Prod NonOil Snflr
174  Prod Flax









184 Prod Fruits & Veg
185  Prod Sweet Corn
186 Prod Sorghum




191  Prod Other Hay
192  Feed Alfalfa Hay
193  Feed Other Hay
194  Feed Forages
195  Feed Corn
196 Feed Barley
197  Feed Oats
200 Repl Beef Heifers





212 Mineral & Salt
213 Feed Beef Cows
214  Feed Beef Repl
215 Feed Bkgnd Beef
217 Beef Cow Imt-
218 Bkgrnd Heifers+
220  Bkgrnd Steers+
223 Buy Heifer Imt-
225 Buy Steer Imt-
226  Sell StrCalf  lmt+
228 Sell HfrCalf imt+
230  Prod Milk
231  Repl Dairy Heifer
Residual Marginal Value
Dollars / unit
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APPENDIX TABLE A6.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources (continued)
Resources
232 Feed Dairy Repl
234 Dairy Bull Calf
235 Feed Dairy Cows
236 Dairy Cow Limits+
239 Buy D Repl lmt-
241 Dary HConsmption-
242  Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
244  Sell DRplmnt lmt+




253 Feed Repl Gilts




260 Purch Frd Pig-
262 Buy Repl Gilt-







274 Feed Repl Ewes
276 Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
278 Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
279 Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
281 Feed Market Lambs
282 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  BASELINE OUTPUT, REGIONAL ASSESSMENT MODEL, REGION  7,
NORTH DAKOTA, 1992
Contribution to Overhead  (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  44,563,858.87
















15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop Drying
19 Crop Custom Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
21  Purch  Feed  Cons
22  Purch Feed Other
23  Veterinary Serv
24  Medicine
25  Lvstck Marketing
26 Breeding Charges
27  Lvstck Supplies
28  Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock  Bedding
30  Other  Lvst  Costs
31  Utilities
33  Real Estate Taxes
34  Gen Farm Insurnce
35  Crop  Land  Rent
36  Hay  Land  Rent
37  Pasture  Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39 Crop Land Int
40 Crop Land Prin
41  Hay  Land  Int
42  Hay  Land  Prin
43 Pasture Int
44  Pasture  Prin
45  Crop Mach Int
46  Crop  Mach  Prin
47  Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
























































0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/ $
0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/ $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
- continued  -- 80  -
APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives Selected In  The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
53 Irrig Eqpt Depr
54  Lvst Eqpt Int
55  Lvst Eqpt Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60 Lvst Buld Int
61  Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr
66 Dam Int
67  Dam Prin
68 Purchased Repl
69 Purchased Feeders
70  Operating Capital
71  Interest Oper Cap
72 Owned Crop Land
73 Rented Crop Land
74 Unused  Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76 Summerfallow
77  CRP
78 Wheat Def Payment
79  Barly  Def  Payment
80  Corn  Def  Payment
81  Oats  Def  Payment
82  Prod  HRSW  Fallow
83  Prod  HRSW  Cont
84  Sell  Spring  Wheat
85  Prod  Barley  Fallw
86  Prod  Barley  Cont
87  Sell  Barley
88  Feed  Barley
89  Prod  Winter  Wheat
90  Sell  Winter  Wheat
91  Prod  Corn  Grain
93  Feed  Corn
94  Prod  Corn  Silage
95  Feed  Corn  Silage
96  Prod  Oats
97  Sell  Oats































































































-1.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives
Alternatives
111  Sell Durum Wheat
112 Prod Rye
113  Sell Rye
114  Prod Irr Spr Wht
115 Prod Irr Barley
116 Prod Irr Dur Wht
117 Prod Spelt
118 Sell Spelt
119 Prod Irr Corn Grn
120 Prod Irr Corn Sil
121  Prod Forage Crops
122  Feed Forage Crops
123  Prod Canola/Rseed





129 Prod Sweet Corn










140 Owned Hay Land
141 Rented Hay Land
142 Prod Other Hay
143 Sell Other Hay





151  Purch Corn
154 Purch Prot Suppl
155 Purch Pig Starter
156 Purch Milk Replcr
157 Purch Minrl/Salt
158 Beef Cow Feed Mix
159 Beef Cows
160 Sell Beef Str Clf
161 Sell Beef Hfr Clf
162 Beef Rpl Feed Mix
163 Raise Beef Repl
164 Buy Beef Repl
165 Backgrnd Feed Mix
166 Background Steers
167 Background Heifrs
168 Buy Steer Calves
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section  1 - Alternatives Selected  In The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
169 Buy Heifer Calves
170 Beef HConsumption
171  Sell Milk
172  Dary Cow Feed Mix
173 Dairy Cows
174  Dary Rpl Feed Mix
175 Raise Dairy Repl
176 Buy Dairy Repl
177  Buy Dairy Bckgrnd
178 Sell Dairy Repl
179 Sel Dairy Bul Clf
180 Sel Dairy Hef Clf
181 Dary HConsumption
182 Sows
183 Sow Feed Mix
184  Raise  Repl  Gilts
185  Buy  Repl  Gilts
186  Rpl  Gilt Feed Mix
187 Sell Feeder Pigs
188 Buy Feeder Pigs
189  Sell Market Hogs
190 Mkt Hog Feed Mix
191 Purch Creep Feed
192 Purch G/F Premix
193  Hog HConsumption
194 Ewes
195 Ewes Feed Mix
196 Raised Repl Ewes
197 Buy Repl Ewes
198 Rpl Ewes Feed Mix
199 Sell Feeder Lambs
200 Buy Feeder Lambs
201  Sell Market Lambs
202  Mkt Lamb Feed Mix
203  Lambs HConsmption
204  Sell Wool


















































































Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused
Resources  Amount  Used
32  General  Farm  OvHd  0.00  tsfr
57  Crop  Buld  Int  0.00  tsfr
58 Crop Buld Prin  0.00  tsfr
59 Crop Buld Depr  0.00 tsfr
79 Pastureland Rent  1323408.51  acre
86 CRP+  591346.00 acre
88 Max Spr Wht Fallw  463500.00 acre
90 Max Spr Wht Cont  502633.00 acre
92 Max Barley Fallow  35233.00 acre
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
96  Max Winter Wheat
98 Max Corn Grain
100 Max Corn Silage
102  Max Oats
104 Max Dry Edbl Bean
106 Max Soybeans
108 Max Sunflowers
110 Max NonOil Snflwr
112 Max Flax
114 Max Dur Wht Fallw
116 Max Dur Wht Cont
118 Max Rye
120 Max Irr  Spr Wht
122 Max Irr Barley
124 Max Irr Dur Wht
126 Max Forage Crops
128  Max Safflower
130 Max Millet
132  Max Buckwheat
134 Max Canola/Rpseed




144  Max Irr Corn Grn
145 Min Irr Corn Grn
146 Max Irr Corn Sil
148 Max Alfalfa
150 Max Other Hay
151 Min Other Hay
160 Prod Corn Silage
186 Prod Steer Calves
187  Prod Heifr Calves
189 Buy Beef Rplmnts+
191  Beef HConsmption+
193  Max Corn Purchase
194  Max Brly Purchase
195  Max Oats Purchase
196 Max Afla Purchase
204 Beef Cow lit+
207 Bkgrnd Heifers-
209 Bkgrnd Steers-
210 Buy Heifer lmt+
212 Buy Steer lmt+
215 Sell StrCalf Imt-
217 Sell HfrCalf Imt-
221 Dairy Heifer Calf
225 Dairy Cow Limits-
226 Buy D Repl  lmt+
228 Dary HConsmption+
231 Sell HfrCalf  Imt-
233 Sell DRplmnt  Imt-
234 Buy DBckgrnd  imt+
236  Sow limits+
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused  (continued)
Resources
244 Market Hog-
247 Purch Fdr Pig+
249 Buy Repl Gilt+




263  Buy Repl Ewe lmt+
265 Buy Fdr Lamb lmt+
268 Sell Fdr Lmb  Imt-
271  Prod Mkt Lmb  Imt-








































Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative
32  General Farm OvHd
57 Crop Buld Int
58  Crop Buld Prin
59 Crop Buld Depr
92  Sell Corn
149 Purch Alfalfa
150 Purch Other Hay
152 Purch Barley
153 Purch Oats
Needed $  Price change
1.00  $/  $
1.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $







0.00  $/ $
0.00 $/ $























15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  &  Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
21  Purch Feed Cons
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
22 Purch Feed Other
23 Veterinary Serv
24 Medicine
25  Livstck Marketing
26 Breeding Charges
27 Livestck Supplies
28 Lvst Custom Hire
29 Livestock Bedding
30 Other Lvst Cost
31  Utilities
33 Real Estate Taxes
34 Gen Farm Insurnce
35  Crop Land Rent
36 Hay Land Rent
37  Pasture Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39  Crop Land Int
40 Crop Land Prin
41  Hay Land Int
42  Hay Land Prin
43 Pasture Land Int
44 Pasture Land Prin
45 Crop Mach Int
46 Crop Mach Prin
47 Crop Mach Depr
48 Hay Mach Int
49 Hay Mach Prin
50 Hay Mach Depr
51  Irrig Eqpt Int
52 Irrig Eqpt Prin
53  Irrig Eqpt Depr
54  Lvst  Eqpt  Int
55  Lvst  Eqpt  Prin
56 Lvst Eqpt Depr
60  Lvst Buld Int
61  Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr
66 Dam Int




71  Interest Transfer
72  Own Crop Land Max
73  Rent Crop Lnd Max
74  Unused Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76 Own Hay Land Max
77  Rent Hay Land Max
78  Public  grazngland
80 Pastureland Owned
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
81  Extra Grazingland
82  Crop Land Trnsfer
83  Hay Land Trnsfer
84  AUM Requirements
85  Summerfallow
87  CRP-
89 Min Spr Wht Fallw
91  Min Spr Wht Cont
93 Min Barley Fallow
95  Min Barley Cont
97  Min Winter Wheat
99  Min Corn Grain
101 Min Corn Silage
103 Min Oats
105 Min Dry Edbl Bean
107 Min Soybeans
109 Min Sunflowers
111 Min NonOil Snflwr
113 Min Flax
115 Max  Dur Wht Fallw
117 Min Dur Wht Cont
119 Min Rye
121 Min Irr Spr Wht
123 Min Irr Barley
125 Min Irr Dur Wht









147 Min Irr Corn Sil
149 Min Alfalfa
152 Wht Def Pmt Trans
153 Bly Def Pmt Trans
154 Crn Def Pmt Trans
155 Oat Def Pmt Trans
156 Prod Spring Wheat
157 Prod Winter Wheat
158 Prod Barley
159 Prod Corn
161  Prod  Oats
162 Prod Dry Ebl Bean
163 Prod Soybeans
164 Prod Oil Sunflowr
165 Prod NonOil Snflr
166 Prod Flax
167 Prod Durum Wheat
168 Prod Rye
169 Prod Spelt







































15.35 $/  $
15.51 $/  $
25.92 $/  $
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED










179 Prod Other Hay
180 Feed Alfalfa Hay





188 Repl Beef Heifers





200 Mineral  & Salt
201  Feed Beef Cows
202 Feed Beef Repl
203  Feed Bkgnd Beef
205 Beef Cow Imt-
206 Bkgrnd Heifers+
208 Bkgrnd Steers+
211 Buy Heifer Imt-
213  Buy Steer Imt-
214  Sell StrCalf lmt+
216 Sell HfrCalf  lnt+
218 Prod Milk
219 Repl Dairy Heifer
220 Feed Dairy Repl
222 Dairy Bull Calf
223 Feed Dairy Cows
224  Dairy Cow Limits+
227  Buy D Repl Imt-
229  Dary HConsmption-
230 Sell HfrCalf  lmt+
232  Sell DRplmnt lmt+
235  Buy DBckgrnd lmt-
237  Sow limits-
238 Feed Sows
240 Replacement Gilts
241 Feed Repl Gilts




248 Purch Frd Pig-
250 Buy Repl Gilt-
251  Sell Feeder Pigs+
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A7.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources






262 Feed Repl Ewes
264  Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
266 Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
267 Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
269 Feed Market Lambs
270 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
273 Lamb HCsmptn Imt-
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A8.  BASELINE  OUTPUT,  REGIONAL  ASSESSMENT  MODEL,  REGION  8,
NORTH  DAKOTA,  1992
Contribution  to  Overhead (COH) or Gross Margin =  $  17,794,150.66
Section  1  - Alternatives  Selected  In  The  Plan
Alternatives
1 Ag Livestock
2  Ag  Crops
3  Comm  & Utilities
4  Retail  Sales
5  FIRE
6  Business/Personal








15  Crop  Insurance
16  Fuel  & Lub
17  Repairs
18  Crop  Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
21  Purch  Feed  Cons
22  Purch  Feed  Other
23  Veterinary  Serv
24  Medicine
25  Lvstck  Marketing
26  Breeding  Charges
27  Lvstck  Supplies
28  Lvst  Custom  Hire
29  Livestock  Bedding
30  Other  Lvst  Costs
31  Utilities
33  Real  Estate  Taxes
34  Gen  Farm  Insurnce
35  Crop  Land  Rent
36  Hay  Land  Rent
37  Pasture  Rent
38  Public  Range  Rent
39  Crop  Land  Int
40  Crop  Land  Prin
41  Hay  Land  Int
42  Hay  Land  Prin
43  Pasture  Int
44  Pasture  Prin
45  Crop  Mach  Int
46  Crop  Mach  Prin
47  Crop  Mach  Depr
48  Hay  Mach  Int
49  Hay  Mach  Prin
50  Hay  Mach  Depr
51  Irrig  Eqpt  Int
























































0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00 $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-0.50  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00oo  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/  $
- continued  -- 90  -
APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives Selected In  The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
53  Irrig Eqpt Depr
54  Lvst Eqpt Int
55  Lvst Eqpt Prin
56  Lvst Eqpt Depr
60  Lvst Buld Int
61  Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire Depr
66  Dam Int
67  Dam Prin
68 Purchased Repl
69  Purchased Feeders
70 Operating Capital
71  Interest Oper Cap
72  Owned Crop Land
73  Rented Crop Land
74  Unused  Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76 Summerfallow
77  CRP
78 Wheat Def Payment
79 Barly Def Payment
80 Corn Def Payment
81  Oats Def Payment
82  Prod HRSW Fallow
83  Prod HRSW Cont
84  Sell Spring Wheat
85 Prod Barley Fallw
86 Prod Barley Cont
87  Sell Barley
88 Feed Barley
89 Prod Winter Wheat

































































































-1.00  $/ $
-1.00  $/ $
0.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
0.00  $/ $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/ $
0.00 $/  $
-1.00  $/  $
-1.00  $/ $
0.00  $/ $
-1.00  $/ $
0.00 $/ $
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APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED
Section 1 - Alternatives Selected  In  The Plan  (continued)
Alternatives
111  Sell Rye
112  Prod Irr Spr Wht
113  Prod Irr Barley
114  Prod Spelt
115  Sell  Spelt
116 Prod Irr Corn Grn
117  Prod Irr Corn Sil
118  Prod Forage Crops
119 Feed Forage Crops
120 Prod Fruits  & Veg
121  Sell Fruits  & Veg
122  Prod Tritacale
123  Sell Tritacale
124  Prod Millet
125 Sell Millet
126 Prod Buckwheat
127  Sell Buckwheat
128 Prod Sweet Corn
129 Feed Sweet Corn
130 Prod Sorghum
131  Sell Sorghum
132 Prod Safflower
133  Sell Safflower
134  Prod Alfalfa
135  Sell Alfalfa
136 Feed Alfalfa
137 Owned Hay Land
138 Rented Hay Land
139 Prod Other Hay
140 Sell Other Hay
141 Feed Other Hay
142 Public Grazngland
143  Pastureland Rent
144  Pastureland Owned
145  Extra Grazingland
148 Purch Corn
151  Purch Prot Suppl
152 Purch Pig Starter
153 Purch Milk Replcr
154 Purch Minrl/Salt
155 Beef Cow Feed Mix
156 Beef Cows
157 Sell Beef Str Clf
158 Sell Beef Hfr Clf
159 Beef Rpl Feed Mix
160 Raise Beef Repl
161  Buy Beef Repl
162 Backgrnd Feed Mix
163  Background Steers
164 Background Heifrs
165 Buy Steer Calves
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A8.  CONTINUED







































Dary Cow Feed Mix
Dairy Cows
Dary Rpl Feed Mix




Sel Dairy Bul Clf




Raise  Repl  Gilts
Buy  Repl  Gilts
Rpl Gilt Feed Mix
Sell Feeder Pigs
Buy  Feeder  Pigs
Sell  Market  Hogs
Mkt  Hog  Feed  Mix
Purch  Creep  Feed
Purch  G/F  Premix
Hog  HConsumption
Ewes
Ewes  Feed  Mix
Raised  Repl  Ewes
Buy  Repl  Ewes
Rpl  Ewes  Feed  Mix
Sell  Feeder  Lambs
Buy  Feeder  Lambs
Sell Market Lambs











































































Section  2  - Resources  Remaining  Unused
Resources
32 General Farm OvHd
57 Crop Buld Int
58 Crop Buld Prin
59  Crop  Buld  Depr
79 Pastureland Rent
86  CRP+
88 Max Spr Wht Fallw
90 Max Spr Wht Cont
92 Max Barley Fallow
94 Max Barley Cont
96 Max Winter Wheat
98 Max Corn Grain
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APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED
Section 2 - Resources Remaining Unused  (continued)
Resources
102 Max Oats
104  Max Dry Edbl Bean
106 Max Sunflowers
108 Max NonOil Snflwr
110 Max Flax
112  Max Dur Wht Fallw
114  Max Dur Wht Cont
116 Max Rye
118 Max Irr Spr Wht
120 Max Irr Barley
122  Max Tritacale
124  Max Forage Crops
126 Max Safflower
128 Max Millet
130 Max Fruits & Veg
131  Min Fruits & Veg
132 Max Buckwheat
134  Max Sweet Corn
136 Max Sorghum
138 Max Spelt
140 Max Irr Corn Grn
142 Max Irr Corn Sil
144 Max Alfalfa
146 Max Other Hay
147  Min Other Hay
156 Prod Corn Silage
181  Prod Steer Calves
182 Prod Heifr Calves
184  Buy Beef Rplmnts+
186 Beef HConsmption+
188 Max Corn Purchase
189 Max Brly Purchase
190 Max Oats Purchase
191  Max Afla Purchase
199 Beef Cow lmt+
202 Bkgrnd Heifers-
204 Bkgrnd Steers-
205 Buy Heifer lmt+
207  Buy Steer lmt+
210  Sell StrCalf Imt-
212  Sell HfrCalf  lmt-
216 Dairy Heifer Calf
220 Dairy Cow Limits-
221 Buy D Repl lmt+
223  Dary HConsmption+
226 Sell HfrCalf  Imt-
228 Sell DRplmnt Imt-
229 Buy DBckgrnd Imt+
231 Sow limits+
234 Prod Feeder Pigs
239 Market Hog-
242 Purch Fdr Pig+
244 Buy Repl Gilt+
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APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED





































Section  3  - Prices  Where  Other  Alternatives  Become  Economically  Feasible
Alternative
32  General Farm OvHd
57  Crop Buld Int
58 Crop Buld Prin
59 Crop Buld Depr
92  Sell Corn
146 Purch Alfalfa
147 Purch Other Hay
149 Purch Barley
150 Purch Oats
Needed $  Price change
1.00  $/  $
1.00  $/  $








0.00 $/  $
0.00 $/  $







Section  4  - Limiting  Resources
Resources
1 Ag Livestock
2  Ag  Crop












15  Crop Insurance
16 Fuel & Lub
17 Repairs
18 Crop Drying
19  Crop  Custom  Hire
20  Other  Crop  Costs
21  Purch Feed Cons
22  Purch  Feed  Other
23  Veterinary  Serv
24  Medicine
25  Livstck  Marketing
26  Breeding  Charges
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APPENDIX TABLE AS.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
27  Livestck  Supplies
28  Lvst Custom Hire
29  Livestock Bedding
30  Other  Lvst  Cost
31  Utilities
33  Real  Estate  Taxes
34  Gen  Farm  Insurnce
35  Crop  Land  Rent
36  Hay  Land  Rent
37  Pasture  Rent
38 Public Range Rent
39  Crop  Land  Int
40  Crop  Land  Prin
41  Hay  Land  Int
42  Hay  Land  Prin
43  Pasture  Land  Int
44  Pasture  Land  Prin
45  Crop  Mach  Int
46  Crop  Mach  Prin
47  Crop  Mach  Depr
48  Hay  Mach  Int
49  Hay  Mach  Prin
50  Hay  Mach  Depr
51  Irrig  Eqpt  Int
52  Irrig  Eqpt  Prin
53  Irrig  Eqpt  Depr
54  Lvst  Eqpt  Int
55  Lvst Eqpt Prin
56  Lvst Eqpt Depr
60  Lvst Buld Int
61 Lvst Buld Prin
62  Lvst Buld Depr
63  Sire Int
64  Sire Prin
65  Sire  Depr
66  Dam  Int
67  Dam  Prin
68  Purchased  Repl
69  Purchased  Feeders
70  Operating  Capital
71  Interest  Transfer
72  Own  Crop  Land  Max
73  Rent Crop Lnd Max
74  Unused Rent Land
75  Unused Owned Land
76  Own Hay Land Max
77  Rent Hay Land Max
78  Public  grazngland
80 Pastureland Owned
81  Extra  Grazingland
82  Crop  Land  Trnsfer
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APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
87 CRP-
89 Min Spr Wht Fallw
91 Min Spr Wht Cont
93  Min Barley Fallow
95  Min Barley Cont
97  Min Winter Wheat
99  Min Corn Grain
101  Min Corn Silage
103  Min Oats
105  Min Dry Edbl Bean
107  Min Sunflowers
109 Min NonOil Snflwr
111  Min Flax
113 Max Dur Wht Fallw
115 Min Dur Wht Cont
117 Min Rye
119 Min Irr Spr Wht
121 Min Irr Barley
123 Min Tritacale
125 Min Forage Crops
127 Min Safflower
129 Min Millet
133  Min Buckwheat
135  Min Sweet Corn
137 Min Sorghum
139 Min Spelt
141 Min  Irr Corn Grn
143 Min  Irr Corn Sil
145 Min Alfalfa
148 Wht Def  Pmt Trans
149 Bly Def  Pmt Trans
150 Crn Def  Pmt Trans
151 Oat Def Pmt Trans
152 Prod Spring Wheat




158 Prod Dry Ebl Bean
159 Prod Oil Sunflowr
160 Prod NonOil Snflr
161 Prod Flax
162 Prod Durum Wheat
163 Prod Rye
164 Prod Spelt
165 Prod Forage Crops







































14.37 $/  $
14.97 $/  $
20.31 $/  $
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APPENDIX  TABLE  A8.  CONTINUED
Section  4  - Limiting  Resources  (continued)
Resources
174  Prod Other Hay
175 Feed Alfalfa Hay
176 Feed Other Hay




183 Repl Beef Heifers
185 Buy Beef Rplmnts-
187 Beef Hconsmption-
192 Protein Supplment
193  Pig Starter
194 Milk Replacer
195 Mineral & Salt
196 Feed Beef Cows
197  Feed Beef Repl
198 Feed Bkgnd Beef
200 Beef Cow Imt-
201  Bkgrnd Heifers+
203  Bkgrnd Steers+
206 Buy Heifer Imt-
208 Buy Steer  Imt-
209 Sell StrCalf lmt+
211  Sell HfrCalf lmt+
213 Prod Milk
214  Repl Dairy Heifer
215  Feed Dairy Repl
217 Dairy Bull Calf
218 Feed Dairy Cows
219 Dairy Cow Limits+
222  Buy D Repl Imt-
224  Dary HConsmption-
225 Sell HfrCalf lmt+
227 Sell DRplmnt lmt+




236 Feed Repl Gilts




243 Purch Frd Pig-
245 Buy Repl Gilt-







257 Feed Repl Ewes
259 Buy Repl Ewe Imt-
Residual Marginal Value
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APPENDIX TABLE A8.  CONTINUED
Section 4 - Limiting Resources  (continued)
Resources
261  Buy Fdr Lamb Imt-
262  Sell Fdr Lmb lmt+
264 Feed Market Lambs
265 Prod Mkt Lmb lmt+
268 Lamb HCsmptn Imt-
269 Labor Requirement
Residual Marginal Value
Dollars / unit
33.25  $/hd
30.67  $/hd
14.96 $/tsfr
54.66  $/hd
11.46  $/hd
0.00  $/mhrs
Specified
Resource Amount
-2506.00 hd
9208.00 hd
0.00 tsfr
26992.00 hd
-343.00 hd
0.00 mhrs